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Bts love yourself answer photos

REPACKAGE ALBUM LOVE YOURSELF 結'ANSWER' BTS, LOVE YOURSELF 結 'ANSWER' Loving oneself is where true love begins A celebration with ARMY First unveiled in March 2016, the BTS LOVE YOURSELF series creates a narrative by linking each album's key songs into one theme, impartint the message that loving you is true love. Like a well-written novel that has introduction, development, twists and conclusion that shared a compelling story for two and a half years. 'ANSWER' is the
final piece of the puzzle. Although this is a repacketed album, LOVE YOURSELF 結 'ANSWER' still includes seven new songs. CD A is a conceptual album, its sixteen songs lyrically connected to highlight bts' prowess as artists and storytellers. Published by Denise | on Thursday, August 16, 2018 BigHit released the concept photos of the 'F' version of Love Yourself 結 'Answer' this morning: BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Group Shot BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer'
Concept Photos — 'F ' Version — RM / Kim Namjoon BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — Version 'F' — Jin / Kim Seokjin BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Suga / Min Yoongi BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — J-Hope / Jung Hoseok BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Jimin / Park Jimin BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — Version 'F' — V / Kim Taehyung BTS Love Yourself 結
'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Jungkook / Jeon Jungkook (Photo Credits: BigHit Entertainment) This youth theme is the most obvious in this concept. It is colorful and cheerful... but not exactly animated. Since Answer is not only the last chapter of the Love Yourself series, but the end of its youthful era as a whole (which began in 2015), it's almost as if this was its goodbye to its old. This could be interpreted as wanting to hold on to their youth, but I find it more likely that they will be willing to
let go of their youth and move into adulthood (e.g. the next era). Comments Share Album Galleries Love Yourself Love Yourself: Answer Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Privacy Overview This website uses cookies so that we can offer you the best user experience possible. The information of cookies is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognizing it when you return to our website and help our team understand which sections of the
website you find most interesting and useful. Third-party cookies This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information, such as the number of visitors to the site and the most popular pages. Keeping this cookie on helps us improve our website. ╭–――――――――――――――――――――――――――——————―—―————————————::rabbit: • :hatching_chick: .°୭�╰―➤ ✎Algrat day Welcome aboard this blog ~ Today / tonight, in case you should- aven have not yet
heard of it although I a- m pretty sure you did. BigHit just released versions L&amp;amp; F of concept of return p-hotos. ✎The album will be divided into four different versions with 4 different concepts, but, with the same songs included, it will be divided into ~S, E, L, F✎ Last times, they already released the versions S and E. So today, the L and the F are the only ones emading. Note: I will continue to including the other two versions. ✎As the last 2 LY albums that were LY Her and LY Tear, both were
also split into 4 versions. :arrow_right_hook: LY Her: L, O, V, and E:arrow_right_hook: LY Tear: Y, O, U, and R (Now with LY Answer, we have) :arrow_right_hook: LY Answer: S, E, L, and F ✎How many albums are combi-ned, will form the word, Love Yourself. ୭�° :hatching_chick: • :rabbit: .°୭�―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――—――—――—―—―—————―——―—――—――————―————―——―————╯ S Versionnote: Due to the photo limit,
I can't post the S and R photos individually. So, I just compiled it together into collages. Please understand. But! Don't worry because I'll be putting the links of the original post so you can save the best quality real photos there. ^^Link to tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link to FB post: Click :apple: || E VersionLink to tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link to FB post: Click on :strawberry: || L VersionLink to tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link to FB post: Click⼭✭❛Group Photo❜❛RM❜❛Jin❜❛Suga❜❛J-Hope❜❛Jimin❜❛V❜❛Jungkook❜
:tomato: || F VersionLink a tweeter: Part 1 i Part 2Link a FB post: Click⼭✭❛Group Photo❜❛RM❜❛Jin❜❛Suga❜❛J-Hope❜❛Jimin❜❛V❜❛Jungkook❜℃ :conill:
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Si ho vas fer fins al final, moltes gràcies ~ Continuem donant suport a BTSand els nostres co-ARMYs també. That we all have a very fruitful comeback. Don't forget LOVE MYSELFLOVE YOURSELF°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C°C:hatching_chick: Addd endnote: love_letter: I have some questions for you hungry. Don't worry, these are OPCIONALs. You can answer if you want, and justify it if you don't want to answer. Thank you very much for the comments!
Please enjoy the new concept photos because BTS and its staff worked very hard and did a really great job in making them heart: give BTS and ARMYs much more loving ~ Let's show our support and appreciation to each and every one, especially BTS to the end! :love_letter: Fight! Thanks commissioner/leader-nims for the feature! I will work harder and will make sure to give you amazing blogs (I wish I could have the sksksks courage) :p encil2: Blog presented: August 17, 2018 (12:07 KST) BTS'
Love Yourself: Answer will be launched in four different variants, each representing a letter of the word me. Previous albums Love Yourself Her and Tear, respectively, wrote love and yours. The footage follows the release of Jin's solo epiphany song last week. Love Yourself: Answer is the Finale of BTS' Love Yourself 2017-18 series, which began last year with September's Love Yourself: Her and made history when Love Yourself: Tear debuted at #1 on the Billboard 200 albums chart. BTS is the first
Korean act at the top of the table, and i It was the first predominantly non-English album to reach No.1 since 2006.Accompanying the album's release is BTS's Love Yourself world tour, which will see the group arrive at Stateside next month. They will become the first Korean act to headline a concert at the stadium on October 6 at Citi Field.preadmore:8469473 new York]The group is making big Stateside waves, and on Sunday night, they won the Choice International Artist award at the Teen Choice
Awards, while their ARMY was recognized as the Fandom Choice.After the new promotional images were shared, BTS's ARMY trended the hashtag #Love_Yourself for several hours on Twitter. By August 13, 2018, BTS had released the first batch of concept photos from Love Yourself: Answer. Of the four versions that will be released, so far concept photos have been shown S and E. #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Answer' Concept Photo S version pic.twitter.com/dQHQbjGvPP — BigHit
Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) August 13, 2018 #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Answer' Concept Photo S version pic.twitter.com/bT9mqt1332 — BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) August 13, 2018, 2018 After interviewing a fan for their opinions and theories so far for the S version of the concept photos, here's what they have to say about the photos: It gave me like a creepy atmosphere and stuff since it was all hands, eyes and stuff, but I think it's a symbol that they're going to expose all the
shit they've kept for so long. I think the meaning behind the hands are, fans harassing them at airports or anywhere else and eyes and cameras represent the government watching over them. -Anonymous Army Looking at dress options for the S version, they seem to have used a retro theme for them. Which makes the issue more outdated. Taking a deeper look and reading other ARMYs' theories about these photos, many have correlated with the novel, 1984, written by George Orwell. Getting out of
the way they are posed and how they are avoiding hands, cameras and eyes, correlates with 1984, that the novel's setting is a dystopia. #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Answer' Concept Photo E pic.twitter.com/XfIvluzgIh — BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) August 13, 2018 #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Answer' Concept Photo E version pic.twitter.com/KwAI60FyhB — BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) August 13, 2018 Interviewing the same ARMY as before, here's what
they have to say about these photos: In the group photo their tied up like dolls and in fake love J-hope says: trying to erase me and make me your doll. If you noticed in the photo, there is a wind key up. Usually you give the doll an order given in other words that 'control' the doll. Solo photos see them inside a bubble with flowers that probably depict them being trapped in paradise(?). But if you noticed, Jungkook is the only guy the dead plants that refers to his songs, 'Dead Leaves' and 'The Truth
Untold'. He also represents the omelas boy since spring day. What symbolizes symbolizes exchanged for the happiness of the other members. -Anonymous Army As for what it looks like, the E version is portraying a doll concept. It could mean many possibilities, but could it also represent the idol industry and how difficult could it be on this idol? Putting the two versions together an ARMY has said: So with the first set of return teaser images, I think we're going to get an album partially about how
difficult life is idol, and partly continue the story of 'Reflection of Youth', which is why the S version looks so different from the E. -Anonymous ARMY version Otherwise conceptual photos are very nice and enjoyable to watch. BTS should be releasing the following two, L&amp;amp; F coming soon! What are some of your thoughts and theories about these two versions of Love Yourself: Answer so far? Feel free to send us what you think on Twitter @ForeverBTScom! @ForeverBTScom!
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